INTEGRATED ANNUAL RESULTS PRESENTATION TO THE
PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
15 OCTOBER 2015

Objectives


Provide the Portfolio Committee on Energy with an overview of the CEF Group of Companies Annual Performance for the
2014/15 financial year against a backdrop of a challenging global economy fueled by low commodity prices and weak
growth. This overview will cover:





Financial & Non Financial Performance



Insight on individual subsidiary performance

Give some context into the Group’s strategic challenges that threaten long term sustainability and also provide feedback on
decisive action that has been taken to address these. These will mainly pertain to PetroSA and other stability matters.



Provide update on the various Group initiatives to redefine ourselves for strategic relevance as implementing agent of the

DOE and insight into the overall future outlook of the Group as we endeavor to deliver on our mandate.


Table a high level overview of the Group strategic themes delivered through our Group Vision 2025 which is being
enhanced to ensure long term sustainability and deal with recent drop in oil prices.



Share recent Group successes and provide insight into the “ONE CEF” concept which is designed to radically change
our approach towards business excellence by focusing on key areas to improve performance.
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CEF Group Of Companies Overview
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Our Strategic Intent & Purpose
VISION
To be a leader in the financing,
development and implementation of sustainable
energy projects in Africa

MISSION
To grow the energy sector and be the catalyst for economic growth and poverty alleviation through security of supply, and access to acceptable (affordable) energy in
Africa

CEF ACT
The purpose of CEF in terms of the CEF Act, is to give effect to the objectives of the Central Energy Fund which are:
“(2) (a) Moneys paid under subsection (1) into the said Central Energy Fund shall be utilized in accordance with directions of the Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs
for the financing or promotion ofthe acquisition of coal, the exploitation of coal deposits, the manufacture of liquid fuel, oil and other products from coal, the marketing of the said
products and any matter connected with the said acquisition, exploitation, manufacture and marketing;
the acquisition, generation, manufacture, marketing or distribution of any other forms of energy and research connected therewith;
any other object for which the Fund may be applied, and which has been designated or approved by the said Minister with the concurrence of the Minister of Finance.”
Over the years the role of CEF and its’ mandate has evolved to meet the many strategic challenges facing the country

ROLE OF CEF
VALUES
• Sustainability

• Integrity
• Professionalism
• Respect
• Communication

1. Search for appropriate energy solutions to meet the future energy needs of South Africa, the
Southern African Development Community and the sub-Saharan African region, including oil, gas,
electrical power, solar energy, low-smoke fuels, biomass, wind and renewable energy sources
2. Contribute to security of energy supply
3. Provide comfort to the state on energy sector goal support
4. Reduce country’s over dependency on Multinationals
5. Align with government’s broad objectives
6. Act as a vehicle for government policy implementation
7. Be strategic partner to the Department of Energy

What we do: Group Activities
 CEF (SOC) Ltd (“CEF”) is the holding company for a number of subsidiaries, which, when taken together, constitute
the CEF Group. These subsidiaries also operate in the energy sector with commercial, strategic, regulatory and
developmental roles. The business focus and activities of each subsidiary is as follows:
CEF SOC Holding Company

Provides Group strategic direction, executes monitoring and evaluation activities to improve overall Group business
performance, strategic alignment and key interfaces for delivery of the CEF Mandate
Subsidiary

Business Focus

1

Clean Energy Division (CED)

Clean and Renewable Energy

2

Petro SA

Oil and Gas, NOC

3

SFF

Strategic stock and pollution control

4

PASA

Promotion, Licensing and Regulation

5

AEMFC

Mining, Coal

6

iGas

Gas and Gas infrastructure

CEF and all subsidiaries received unqualified audits
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Clean Energy Division: After the recent restructuring at CEF Head Office, this Division is now known as Energy Projects

How it all fits together – Industry Value Chain

Downstream

Midstream

Upstream

Core Activities
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Unique Features

CEF Entities in the space

Oil & Gas exploration
Coal Exploration
Drilling & Field
Development
Mining
Production

Capital intensive
High Risk
Dominated by Multinationals
Technology driven
Commodity price driven
Skilled workforce requirements

PetroSA– South African exploration and production and
all indigenous oil and gas opportunities and Ghana
PASA–Promotion, Regulation and Information
Management
African Exploration– Mining of coal

Refining
Processing
Storage
Shipping

Capital intensive
Skilled workforce requirements
Highly technical
Dominated by Multinationals
Margin driven
Cycle prone

PetroSA– GTL Plant & Potential LNG Facility
IGas– Gas infrastructure in Southern Africa( from
Mozambique to South Africa)
SFF– Tank farms (Saldanha and Milnerton)
Energy Projects-– Clean Energy & Renewables

Storage
Distribution
Wholesale & Marketing

Margin Driven
Market share & footprint
Distribution network dependent
Capital Intensive

PetroSA-Sales and Marketing, Support power
generation and Inland Depots
African Exploration- Coal delivery in support of Power
Generation
Beneficiation of all natural gas and oil hydrocarbon
resources

CEF Group Performance
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Business performance by the numbers

R14b
R14 Billion Loss
Largely due to impairments
at both PetroSA GTL facility
and Ghana Investment

•
•
•
•

R18.5b

R4.2b

Group Turnover

Cash Generated from
Operations

Decrease in Group Turn
over to R18.5 Billion largely
due to the drop in the oil
price

94%
Negative Return on
Equity

R4. 4 Billion in cash
generated from operations
for the period

Significant drop on Return
on Equity of 94% due to
poor business
performance

Difficult trading performance due to low global oil prices and tough economic environment
Oil and Gas markets and general commodities continue to be under pressure
Strong cash generation across the Group
Growth in Crude Storage Services due to contango market
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Contango:
Condition where forward prices exceed spot prices, so the forward curve is upward sloping

7.3%
Decline in the Group
gross profit margins due
to the drop in the oil
price and lack of
feedstock

Group performance highlights for the year under review
 Safety record maintained with no fatalities during the year.
 Only 7 environmental incidents reported, this is an improvement from the previous financial years. In 2011/12
there were 15 incidents reported.
 First Gas Loop Line from Mozambique to South Africa completed with gas flows from December 2014.
 CEF Gas Strategy approved by the Board which will positively impact the country’s energy mix in the future.
 Strong cash generation, cash generated from operations increased to R4.4 billion (R2.8 billion in 2013/14).
Cash balances at R10 billion.
 Significant reduction in operating costs i.e. operating costs (excluding impairment) reduced to R1.8 billion (R2.1
billion in 2013/14).

 Substantial improvement in SFF’s revenues of crude oil storage due to the contago market.
 Successful transition from SA GAAP to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
 Unqualified audit opinion by the Auditor General

 CEF Integrated Report made it to the top 10 at Nkonki SOC Integrated Reporting Awards
 Total B-BBEE procurement of just over R9 billion.
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Group performance challenges for the year under review
 Difficult trading performance due to the low global oil price and tougher economic environment.
 Impairment of the GTL Facility by R14.5 billion (explained in detail in the financial analysis section).
 Underperformance of Project Ikhwezi i.e. gas reserves are far less than what was anticipated when the project
was approved (25bcf versus 242bcf). This was the main cause of the impairment and lower production volume
during the year.
 Long term options for the GTL Facility, the gas reserves are almost depleted.
 PetroSA downstream acquisition objectives not met due to lack of funding.

 Funding of the PetroSA abandonment liability.
 Lower AEFMC sales volumes to Eskom.
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Group Performance Summary

KPA
Contribute to security
of supply

Develop a
comprehensive funding
plan

Indicators
•
•
•
•
•

Number of investments in the clean energy sector:
Strategic crude oil stock volumes, grade and quality:
Coal sales by AE:
Mossel Bay refinery volumes:
Implementation of the Share Purchase Agreement by PetroSA:

Results
Not Achieved
Achieved
Not Achieved
Not Achieved
Not Achieved

• Funding plan:
• A diversified, prioritized project pipeline:
• Operating costs:

Not Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

• Filled Senior Management positions:
• Harmonized HR Policies:
• Standardised Individual Performance management system:

Partially Achieved
Achieved
Not Achieved

Development of a gas
strategy for the Group

• Gas strategy :

Achieved

Improve safety, health
and environmental
compliance

• Number of fatalities due to operations in the CEF Group:
• Disabling Injury Frequency Rate:
• Number of reportable environmental incidents:

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Develop a high
performance
organisation
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Financial summary for the CEF Group for the year ended 31 March 2015
2015
R’000

%
Change

2014
R’000

% Change

2013
R’000

18,515,161

-14.1%

21,553,172

10.5%

19,505,287

1,353,865

-53,2%

2,892,996

19,0%

2,430,551

7.3%

-45.5%

13.4%

7.7%

12.5%

(1,895,676)

12,2%

(2,159,995)

0.1%

(2,193,901)

Impairments (Assets & Investments)

(14,449,739)

325.7%

(3,394,563)

0%

0

Operating Profit/(Loss)including impairment

(14,751,188)

-919.1%

(1,447,546)

-307.7%

696,888

(301,449)

-115.5%

1,947,027

179.4%

696,888

Net Profit /(Loss) After Tax

(14,274,433)

-882.5%

(1,452,867)

-246.9%

989,111

Net Interest Received /(Paid)

(580,061)

546.4%

(89,743)

-134.7%

258,508

(94.5%)

1,795.3%

(5.0%)

-253.2%

3.3%

3.56

6.7%

3.34

-6.2%

3.56

Cash Generated from Operations

4,440,350

36.4%

2,892,089

-41.7%

5,674,064

Capital Expenditure

5,973,286

-12.8%

5,296,985

40.6%

8,915,733

Free Cash Flow

(1,848,157)

19.2%

(2,287,518)

-72.4%

(8,287,608)

Cash Balances

10,077,251

-8.0%

10,953,250

-16.2%

13,071,430

Revenue
Gross Profit
Gross Profit Margin %
Operating Expenses

Operating Profit/(Loss) excluding impairment

Return on Equity %
Liquidity Ratio
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Group financial analysis- Turnover and Gross Profit
Turnover R’ billion

Gross Profit R’ billion

22

3

21

2,5
2

20
Turnover

19

1,5

1

18

0,5

17

0
2013

2014

2015

The main reasons for the significant decrease in turnover are as
follows:
• Drop in the oil price which affected sales during the second half
of the financial year. A portion of this was offset by weaker
ZAR/US$ exchange rate.
• Lower coal sales to Eskom
Crude Oil storage revenues increased due to the contango market.
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Gross Profit

2013

2014

2015

The causes for the drop in gross profit are:
• Unfavourable mix between manufactured product (GTL sales)
and trading due to the declining gas reserves. Margins of
manufactured products are on average 20% whilst purchased
products only yield a 2 % margin.
• Drop in the crude oil price which reduced the margins on
manufactured products.

Group financial analysis - operating expenses
 Operating costs were well managed across the
group and some of the major contributors were as
follows:
•

•

Operating Expenses R’ billion
2,15

The highly successful Billion Plus Program at
PetroSA delivered savings of over R1 billion, a
portion of which relates to the operating costs.
Further savings will be realized in the 2015/16
financial year.
An efficient and conservative approach on general
expenditure across the Group has benefitted the
Group.

2,1
2,05
2
1,95
1,9

Operating Expenses

1,85
1,8

1,75
1,7
1,65
2013
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2014

2015

Group financial analysis- Impairment
Reasons for Impairment

R'm

• Lower reserves volumes from gas fields

16,000

e.g. Ikhwezi (242bcf target, revised to
14,000

25bcf, only 10% realised)
• Lower crude oil prices ( >$110/bbl in July

12,000

2014; decrease to <$60/bbl in March 2015)
10,000

• Increase in Cost of Capital
11,386

8,000

14,450
6,000

357

4,000

2,707
2,000

0
Group Impairment

GTL /FA/Gas Fields

Oribi/Oryx

80% of the GTL impairment charge was due to volumes not realised and may not be reversible
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Ghana Operations

Group financial analysis:- Impairment continued
Impairment in the Oil & Gas Industry

French oil giant Total posts a $5.7 billion loss
13 February 2015, International New York Times
Total, the Paris-based oil giant, reported on Thursday a loss of $5.7 billion for the
fourth quarter of 2014 as it struggles with the deep slump in oil prices. Write-downs
of about $6.5 bn (R79bn)
Tullow floored by slump in Oil
12 February 2015, Daily Mail
Tullow revealed it plans to lop a further £330m off its costs over the next three
years. The announcement comes after Tullow revealed last month that it would
be making write-offs of £1.5bn (R27bn)
BG Write-Down Nears $9 Billion
4 February 2015, The Wall Street Journal Europe
LONDON -- BG Group PLC is writing down the value of its oil and gas assets
by nearly $9bn (R110bn) as the British natural-gas producer adjusts to the plunge
in oil prices

Others

Other Oil & Gas Companies
•
Sesa Sterlite Ltd in India : R36.5bn write-down after reduced crude prices
eroded goodwill value of Cairn India Ltd
•
Encana Corp. in Canada took R15.8bn impairment charge
•
Lukoil in Russia : impairment charge of R28.44bn
•
Vedanta reports R36.4bn goodwill impairment charges related to oil, gas biz,
biggest in India's corporate history

Group Financial Analysis – Cash Flow
Cash balances R billion

Cash generated from operations R billion
6

14

5

12
10

4

8

3

Cash generated from
operations

2

Cash balances

6
4

1

2

0

0
2013

2014

2015

2013

2014

2015

Despite tough economic conditions the group generated positive cash from operations. The
increase in the cash generated from operations is attributable to better working capital
management.
Capital expenditure was funded mainly from cash from operations hence the cash balances
did not increase. Cash balances are still healthy though at just over R10 billion.
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Group Financial Analysis – Balance Sheet

The impairments totalling R17,8 billion in
the last 2 financial years have caused
significant decline in the value of the group.

Net Asset Value R’ billion
35

30

It is however important to note the group
has almost no debt (net basis) which
means there is potential to raise debt. Debt
will however be raised for projects which
are viable and will increase the value of the
group over time whilst also assisting CEF
in fulfilling the mandate given by DOE.
The group remains liquid with a liquidity
ratio of 3,56 (better than a norm of 2)
which means it is able to cover all short to
medium terms commitments as they
become due.
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Group Financial Analysis - Financial Priorities
 Alternative funding of the abandonment liability
 Completion of Project Apollo which will confirm the long term options for PetroSA
 Project funding for projects which will sustain the group in the long term.
 Further cost optimisation across the group.
 ONE CEF which should deliver an efficient group of companies
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Management overall assessment of key AG findings
Key Finding Areas (emphasis by the AG)

Root Causes

CEF Group Actions in 2015/16

Funding of the abandonment and rehabilitation
provision:

Weakened financial position
caused by the impairments and
poor
delivery
of
Project
Ikhwezi.

R2 billion has already been set aside by
PetroSA to fund this provision. The company is
considering a variety of financial instruments to
bridge this funding gap and this may include an
insurance product.

PetroSA has an obligation to rehabilitate and abandon its
offshore and onshore operations valued at an amount of
R9.3 billion which is currently not fully funded. In terms
of the promulgated National Environmental Management
Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA), PetroSA is
required to have a fully funded rehabilitation liability within
the next 12 months from year end. There are current
challenges with funding this gap.

PetroSA Ghana tax matters:
PetroSA Ghana’s place of effective management changed
to South Africa on 14 September 2012 and the company
became a tax resident. South African Income Tax
legislation does not expressly deal with the tax treatment of
the opening balances of capital expenditure on property,
plant and equipment (PPE) (and intangible assets) prior to
becoming a tax resident. Potential tax exposure is
approximately R269 million.
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Poor trading conditions due to
the significant drop in the oil
price.

CEF has committed to assist the company through
various support and oversight mechanisms to close
the funding gap.
The company is also working closely with the
regulator (PASA) to ensure that it discharges its
responsibilities as required under NEMA.

Lack of understanding of the
implications of migrating tax
residence.
Lack of oversight over tax
matters.

Clarity in this regard is being sought from the South
African Revenue Service and National Treasury.
CEF Group Finance will assist PetroSA tax team in
resolution of the matter. This will include possible
settlement with South African Revenue Service, if
necessary.

Management overall assessment of key AG findings
Key Finding Areas (emphasis by the AG)

Root Causes

Compliance with laws and regulations:

Staff turnover and restructuring in some
entities, including CEF.

Non-compliance with PPPFA in procurement of
goods and services. Documentation to support
deviations from the processes could not be located.

Some limitations imposed by the CEF Act.

Account balances where there is subjectivity
involved i.e. impairment of assets, provision for
abandonment, inventory obsolescence etc. had to
be adjusted after the audit.
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Project
Genesis
(holding
company
restructuring) has been completed and there is
now stability in the procurement function.
Standardisation of processes led by the CEF
Group Procurement Team
All subsidiaries are now compliant,
the exception is CEF but this will be addressed
with new Board appointments.

BARC members not members of the Board in
certain entities.
Misstatements in the draft annual financial
statements:

CEF Group Actions in 2015/16

Given the judgement required in
determining the quantum of these
accounts, there is always a likelihood of
differences between management
assessment and that of the auditors.

Project Genesis has created adequate capacity
at CEF Group Finance. Financial statements
will be prepared for the 9 months ending 31
December 2015, these will be reviewed by the
Auditor General.

During the year there is lack of attention to
these particular accounts causing difficulty
when the assessments have to done at
year-end.

The above should prevent any material
adjustment after 31 May 2016.

Irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure
CEF Group
2000000

CEF SOC
Rm

5000

R’000

4000

1500000

Irregular (Group)
1000000
Fruitless &
Wasteful (Group)

500000
0

Irregular (CEF)

3000
2000

Fruitless &
Wasteful (CEF)

1000
0

2012 2013 2014 2015

2012 2013 2014 2015

There was a significant decline in irregular expenditure in the company and Group. In the previous two financial years most of
the irregular expenditure related to PetroSA upstream and midstream activities. The Finance Minister did grant the PPPFA
exemption to PetroSA in June 2014 hence the significant improvement. In CEF irregular expenditure relates to procurement of
various services e.g. advisers, recruitment consultants etc. The recent strengthening of the Procurement Function at CEF, SFF
and AEFMC will reduce irregular expenditure in the group even further.
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Report of the Board Audit and Risk Committee
• The Audit Committee has satisfied itself in terms of effectiveness of the following:


Risk Management across the Group



internal control system



internal audit function



internal audit function, including:

• Annual work plan,
• Coordination with the external auditors
• Reports of the significant investigations
• Responses of management to recommendation

Key Audit Findings
Findings

Corrective Measures

Material impairments of R14.5 billion as a result of impairment of property, plant
and equipment.

The Project Apollo has been implemented to address the
problem.

The unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R3.3 million was
as a result of non-performance penalties, SARS penalties and interest, contract
cancellation fees and overpayment of retrenchment penalties, which was an
administration problem –PetroSA Equatorial Guinea.

Disciplinary measures were implemented to curtail this problem in
future.

Funding of abandonment provision, PetroSA has an obligation to rehabilitate and
abandon its offshore and onshore operations valued at R9.3 billion which is
currently not fully funded. NEMA requires this rehabilitation liability to be fully
funded within 12 months from year end.

The Project Apollo has been implemented to address the
problem.

Audit Committee not appointed as directors because of the CEF Act restrictions.

The matter has been escalated to the Shareholder.

Significant Uncertainties
PetroSA commissioned additional research into the requirements to fully close or decommission redundant exploration wells. A reliable estimate of the
cost cannot be made, therefore, no amounts have been provided for these items.
PetroSA notified employees in terms of s189 of the Labour Relations Act in February 2015 of a possible headcount reduction based on operational
requirements. The ultimate outcome of the matter cannot presently be determined and no provision for any liability as a result of this was made.
PetroSA Ghana’s place of effective management changed to South Africa in 2012 and the company became a tax resident in RSA. The tax legislation
does not expressly deal with the tax treatment of the opening balances. Clarity has been sought from Receiver of Revenue.

Socio-Economic Development
 CEF Group continues to invest in education, welfare and health
 The Group is committed to uplifting communities surrounding its operations.
 The spend for 2014/15 is tabled below
Entity

Total Spend

Key Projects

CEF SOC

R1.7m

Adopt-a-school initiative supported 3
schools

PetroSA

R10.3m

CSI Programms

PASA

R1 844.207

Upstream Training Trust to upskill
students

AEMFC

R298 330

Various welfare initiatives in Emalahleni
and Middleburg

SFF

N/A

CSI program will be rolled out in new
financial year
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Thank You!
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Performance Overview by Subsidiary
AE
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PASA

PETROSA

SFF

iGas

PetroSA
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PetroSA Corporate Profile
• PetroSA was formed in 2002 through the merger of Mossgas (Pty) Ltd and Soekor (Pty) Ltd and is the
largest subsidiary in the CEF Group. The Mossel Bay gas-to-liquids (GTL) facility as its main asset where it
produces diesel, gasoline, kerosene and other specialty products which is about ~5% of the national fuel
requirements.
• The entity operates in a complex and highly capital intensive environment that is characterised by long lead
times and employs about 1900 staff members. The business spans across the oil and gas value chain.
PetroSA has an upstream presence in South Africa and Ghana, and a trading office in Rotterdam.
• PetroSA has a mandate to operate as a commercial entity and create value for the shareholder advance
national objectives in the petroleum industry, spearhead industry transformation and provide security of
supply.

• Its core activities are around :
1. Exploration, development and production of oil and gas
2. Participation in and acquisition of local as well as international upstream petroleum ventures
3. Production of synthetic fuels from gas

4. Development of domestic refining and liquid fuels logistical infrastructure
5. Marketing and trading of oil and petro-chemicals
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PetroSA Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights
1. PetroSA remains a going concern,
despite a disappointing performance in
2014/15.
2. Identified R1 billion worth of savings
due to cost optimization/ revenue
enhancement initiatives.
3. These are being implemented and
further savings are being explored
4. The USD150 million bridge loan facility
raised, for the acquisition of PetroSA
Ghana, was fully repaid in February
2015.
5. Achieved a Cash Profit of R 2.5 billion
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Strategic
Challenges
Challenges
1. Impairment of R 125 million
2. Impairment loss of R 14.5 billion, mainly
due to: underperformance of Project
Ikhwezi; the low oil price environment.
3. Overall losses for the year were R14.6
billion
4. Poor performance of Project Ikhwezi
and other Upstream initiatives;
5. Downstream entry initiative did not
materialize; and
6. Delays in the Importation of Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG).

“The company remains a going concern, despite a disappointing performance in 2014/15”

We continued to play a pivotal role in advancing Transformation
Parameter

B-BBEE
Level

OUR VALUES

Key Observations
 Achieved an impressive BBEE level 2 contributor
status.
 Score increased, achieving 19.51 out of 20.

Preferential
Procurement

 Total discretionary procurement for the period
was R8.7 billion.

Comparative
B-BBEE Score
(SOEs)

 Compared to other SOEs, we are leading with an
overall B-BBEE score rating of 90.65%.

Comparative
B-BBEE Score
(Oil Companies)

 Compared to other national oil companies who
are SAPIA members, Shell is leading with an
overall B-BBEE score rating of 92.71%, followed
by PetroSA (90.65%),.

Enterprise Supplier
Development (ESD)

 Achieved 15 points in the 2014/15 out of 15.
 Increased from 2.85 (2011/12); and 6.07
(2012/13).

Remarks

 From a B-BBEE level 3 contributor status

 This equates to 103.1% of discretionary spend
for the period under review.

 Followed by Transnet also at level 2 and Eskom
at level 4.
 Transformation remains critical to our strategy.

 Level 2: Total SA and CHEVRON
 Level 3: Sasol, Engen & BP

 Maximum points achieved by the Enterprise
Development element of the scorecard.

The 2014/2015 (B-BBEE) Verification Audit: “PetroSA, the National Oil Company of South Africa, has performed well
achieving a total score of 90.65%.”
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We remained committed to SHEQ by adhering to world-class standards

Safety

Health

• We again recorded a fatality-free year.
• Achieved a commendable Disabling Injury Frequency Rate
(DIFR) of 0.32 vs. a target of 0.4.

• PetroSA maintains a system of medical surveillance.
• 87.1% of staff completed the necessary medical exams vs.
a target of 80%.

Environment

• 7 incidents reported.
• This is an improvement on the two preceding years (9
each); and
• Significantly fewer than the 15 experienced in 2011/12.

Quality

• The SABS approved the retention of PetroSA’s ISO 9001
certification.
• This demonstrates our ability to provide products and
services that enhance customer satisfaction and regulatory
requirements.
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Whilst acknowledging our challenges, we remain a National Oil Company at work
We have continued to support the country in multiple facets:

National Development Plan (NDP)

Assist in the realization of the NDP, with dedicated focus on:
• Gas development (Offshore/domestic, LNG and shale gas)
• Infrastructure development;
• Clean fuels;
• Addition of a new refinery (Mthombo);
• Power-generation initiatives.

Operation Phakisa

We are assisting in unlocking the potential of SA’s ocean economy, through fully participating in
work streams:
• Offshore exploration
• Gas infrastructure development
• Logistics Base services; and
• Local content.

State Owned Companies

Participated in the Eskom War Room with a particular focus on:
• Supply of gas for power-generation;
• Importation of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG);
• Diesel supply for power-generation.

Despite declining production from the GTL Refinery, we have continued to meet our security of liquid fuel supply objectives!
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PetroSA

Performance Summary

KPA
STAKEHOLDER
MANAGEMENT

SHEQ

TRANSFORMATION

FINANCE

SUSTAINABILITY
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GROWTH

Indicators

Results

• Target customer rating

Achieved

• SHEQ KPI’s:

Achieved

• Targets for Women, PLWD, & BEE Sales:
• Preferential Procurement target:

Not Achieved
Achieved

• Targeted financial ratios:

Not Achieved

• FO costs, schedule & volumes & LNG:
• Volumes from FA,EM & SCG, and ADP Studies:

Not Achieved
Achieved

• Irene, Mthombo, TSL volumes & margins, &
upstream work programmes:

Not Achieved

Update on Key Projects
Project Name
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Achievements

Looking ahead

Ikhwezi

• In July 2015, the F-O11 well was commissioned and flowed
gas to the F-A Platform. Currently all three F-O wells are
available to supply gas.
• As this is a tight gas field, early reserves estimates indicates
a 2P reserve of 28 bcf.

Ikhwezi did not deliver the expected volumes, hence the
project was suspended. The field production and well
results are being evaluated to determine the way forward.

Mthombo

• Focus was on securing a funding partner and initiating
feasibility studies.
• We have continued to make input into Draft
Policy/Legislation, supportive of the project (e.g. Draft
Integrated Energy Plan)

PetroSA continues to work closely with the CEF and the
DoE on Project Mthombo.

LNG

• Feasibility Study for a land-based terminal in Saldanha Bay
was completed.

Ready to proceed to FEED, with discussions on-going
amongst the CEF Group and DoE.

PetroSA Ghana

• The Jubilee oilfield production averaged 102 189 bopd.
• this contributed an average of 83 693 barrels per month to
PetroSA.

The Tweneboa-Enyenra-Ntomme (TEN) fields are on
track to be commissioned in mid-2016 and is currently in
the development phase.

Downstream Entry

• Significant progress was made in negotiating legal
agreements.
• However, PetroSA was unable to raise the requisite funding
for the transaction.

The transaction was closed in Feb 2015.

PetroSA Income Statement as at 31 March 2015
INCOME STATEMENT

2015

2014

Revenue
Cost of sales (cash)

R'm
18 048
(14 699)

R'm
21 199
(17 538)

R'm
(3 151)
2 839

3 349

3 661

(312)

(1 145)

(517)

(628)

409
(152)
36
2 497

439
(271)
25
3 337

(30)
119
11
(840)

Depreciation

(2 306)

(987)

(1 319)

Abandonment provision
Taxation

(1 154)
838

(533)
(85)

(125)

1 732

(1 857)

Impairment

(14 450)

(3 395)

(11 055)

Profit / Loss for the year

(14 575)

(1 663)

(12 912)

Gross Margin
Net Other Income/ ( Expenses)
Investment Income
Finance costs(cash)
Tax
Cash Profit
Non-cash items

Profit / Loss before Impairment
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Movement

Comments
Lower volumes and prices
Lower volumes and prices
Increase due to R430m captive insurance
payout in prior year, which did not recur.

Positive cash from operating activities

Ikhwezi producing since Jan 2015 from a lower
base.
(621)
Increased costs
923
Movement in deferred tax
Reduced Ikhwezi gas reserves and lower
crude prices

Consolidated Balance Sheet at 31 March 2015
BALANCE SHEET

2015

2014

Movement

R'm

R'm

R'm

Property,Plant & Equipment

7 620

18 017

(10 397)

Intangibles

1 655

1 541

114

Other financial assets

359

296

63

Cash at CEF

489

489

-

2 204

2 974

(770)

Trade receivables
Cash & cash equivalents
Restricted cash
TOTAL ASSETS
Share capital & reserves
Retained Income
Deferred Tax
Provisions
Loans
Tax payable
Trade payables

3 122
4 095
19 544
3 138
999
953
9 722
865
4
3 863

3 526
5 133
1 725
33 701
2 899
15 574
1 792
8 342
1 591
5
3 498

(404)
(1 038)
(1 725)
(14 157)
239
(14 575)
(839)
1 380
(726)
(1)
365

TOTAL EQUITY & LIABILITIES

19 544

33 701

(14 157)

Inventories
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Comment
GTL, Offshore and Ghana assets reduced
by impairment charge
Investment in exploration Assets
Funds set aside for abandonment
Combination of volume and standard
valuation changes
Cash spending on capex (Ikhwezi)
Used for loan repayment

Loss due to impairment
Abandonment increased
Repayment of Ghana Absa Loan

Cash flow Statement for the period ended 31 March 2015
CASH FLOW

Cash from operations

2015

2014

Movement

R'm

R'm

R'm

3 479

2 328

1 151

Interest income

409

439

(30)

Finance costs

(15)

(20)

5

36

25

11

Taxation
Capex

Intangible assets
Loan repayment/receipt

(5 763)

(5 280)

(483)

(120)

(144)

24

936

342

594

Cash movement for year

(1 038)

(2 310)

Cash at beginning of year

5 132

7 442

Cash movement for year

(1 038)

(2 310)

4 094

5 132

Cash at end of year
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1 272

Comments

Reduction of working capital

Ikhwezi

RBL Loan for Ghana operations

PetroSA Key Audit findings- Audit Opinion
The PetroSA received an unqualified audit opinion. An emphasis of matter, which does not modify the audit opinion, was
raised for the following items:
 Material impairment

Significant uncertainties
• PetroSA recognised an impairment of R14.5 billion in
respect of PPE. This impairment was driven by the
• On 24 February 2015, PetroSA notified its employees
negative commodity price outlook and diminished gas
of a possible headcount reduction based on
reserves resulting in the shift in the end life of the field
operational requirements. The ultimate outcome of the
from 2021 to 2017.
matter cannot be determined and no provision for any
liability that may result was made in the financial
 Funding of abandonment provision
statements.
• PetroSA has an obligation to rehabilitate and
abandon its offshore and onshore operations costed
• PetroSA Ghana’s place of effective management
at R9.3 billion which is currently not fully funded. In
changed to South Africa on 14 September 2012 and
terms of the promulgated National Environmental
the company became a tax resident. South African
Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) (NEMA),
Income Tax legislation does not expressly deal with
PetroSA is required to have a fully funded rehabilitation
the tax treatment of the opening balances of capital
liability within the next 12 months from year end. There
expenditure on property, plant and equipment (PPE)
are current challenges with funding this gap from
(and intangible assets) prior to becoming a tax
equity due to PetroSA’s weakened financial position.
resident. Clarity in this regard is being sought from the
The company is considering a variety of financial
South African Revenue Service and National
instruments to bridge this funding gap.
Treasury.
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PetroSA Irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Incurred

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

1,893

6,013

Recovered

-

-

Expensed

(1,893)

(6,013)

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Fraudulent transaction written off

-

338

Penalties and interest paid to tax authorities

-

2,295

1,302

-

Misplaced/stolen items

110

-

Overpayment of retrenchment package

291

Contract cancellation fee

135

Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure

Non-performance penalties

Interest loss due to early or over-payments
Irregular transactions

Contravention of company policy

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

16,937

5,060

Total
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-

1,584,058

16,937

1,589,118

155

Additional costs from contract not cancelled
timeously

-

107

Depot stock losses

-

3,052

55

66

1,893

6,013

Items individually < R50,000
Contravention of legislation

-

Total

The appropriate corrective and/or disciplinary actions have been taken (where
necessary).
Amounts which were not recoverable, were written off.

PetroSA Way Forward 2015/16
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PetroSA Key Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond
 Currently investigating several initiatives aimed at turning the business around
 Established an internal Sustainability and Integration Team, tasked with delivering an integrated sustainability
solution for the business

01
Gas to Power
PetroSA is reviewing
options for maximising tail
gas utilisation through a
possible gas-to-power
configuration
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02
Refinery options
PetroSA is investigating a
number of options for
maximising the future
utility of the GTL facility.

03
Title Billion Plus
Ensuring that all costsaving initiatives
identified are being
implemented.

04
Asset Optimisation
Asset Optimisation:
Ensuring that all viable
initiatives identified gets
progressed through to
implementation level.

05
Upstream
The PetroSA upstream team
is examining a number of
options for securing
additional gas

Project Apollo
 CEF has initiated Project Apollo, aimed at developing a turnaround strategy for
PetroSA
 The project has been approved by the PetroSA Board.
 Intended to be a six-month long process, which started on 01 September 2015
and is divided into 5 Stages
 The intervention entails developing a strategic turnaround plan for PetroSA and
creating a foundation for long-term sustainability and commerciality.

 The work being done by PetroSA within the Sustainability Intergration Room will
form a critical input to the work done in Project Apollo.
 Exco and the PetroSA Board support the initiative, aimed at providing holistic
strategic support for PetroSA and to this end, a Joint Turnaround Steering
Committee has been set up to facilitate all project governance matters and help
speed up decision making.
 Work-Streams made up of PetroSA management have also been set up.
 A team of industry experts with extensive Oil & Gas experience form the core of
the Joint Turnaround Project Team.

Apollo

Essentially Project Apollo is about the following
•
•

(1) Strengthening Efficiency
Fast tracking various PetroSA efficiency initiatives which would give the organisation an opportunity claw
back on operational costs and prolong chances for survival. This is however not sustainable.

•
•

(2) Sustainability
The long term desired outcome that will ensure a stabilised PetroSA that is able to grow and be
commercially viable to take advantage of key strategic opportunities.

•
•
•

(3) Strategic Relevance
The strategic relevance of PetroSA as a commercial viability
NOC in fulfilling the delivery of the CEF Mandate in a sustainable and efficient manner after the
implementation of a revised Operating Model.

•
•

(4) Excellence
Bring excellence and best practice to processes, controls and overall operational excellence in line with
the broader objectives of the CEF Group. PetroSA must be able to compete with the best in class in a
sustainable manner.
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Concluding Remarks

Our Status

Looking
Ahead

 Despite a disappointing performance in 2014/15, the company remains a going concern.
 As such, we will continue to deliver on our mandate, as the national oil company, by operating
as a commercial entity and creating value for the shareholder.
 This task will not be easy, but with the support from all our stakeholders and the shareholder we
should be able to address our challenges.

 The period ahead will remain challenging, underpinned by a slow global economic recovery.
 Going forward, the situation will require difficult but well-informed decisions to be made;
 Immediate focus will include:
 Delivering a robust turnaround plan for the business.
 Continue with cost-saving, asset optimization and revenue enhancement initiatives; without
compromising on SHEQ.
 Implement plans to diversify income streams by optimally utilizing the tail gas.
 Completing techno-commercial studies for key projects.

Clean Energy Division (CED)
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In line with the latest restructuring exercise at CEF Head Office, the Clean Energy Division will be known as Energy Projects

CED

MANDATE

CED derives its mandate from the 2003 High-Level Business Strategy which
directed CEF to
“Catalyse the renewable energy sector and thereafter develop the RE sector
further.”
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CED Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights

1. Project portfolio now fully rationalized.
18MW landfill gas to power project now
under construction.
2. Increased investments in utility scale RE
projects e.g. 100MW ACWA CSP Project.
3. Supporting the DoE in catalyzing new RE
sectors especially biofuels.

Performance against objectives included under CEF SOC
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Strategic
Challenges
Challenges
1. Limited Funding
2. Skills availability in the market

Energy Projects Way Forward 2015/16

Energy Projects Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond
 The Clean Energy Division is on track to contribute to the CEF Group Financial Sustainability going forward. In
2015/2016 the Division will

01
COJ Landfill
Bring the City of
Johannesburg Landfill gas
project to commercial
operation.
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02
100MW ACWA CSP
Bring the 100MW ACWA
CSP project to financial
close and commence
construction in January
2016

03
Torbanite Project
The goal is to finalise the
feasibility study for the
Torbanite coal to synthetic
crude project

04
150MW CSP project
The CEF Board has
already given approval
for investments in a new
150MW CSP project
where CEF will submit a
bid together with private
sector in November
2015.

05
Gas to Power
Is in engagements with the
Department of Energy to play
a strategic role in the gas-topower programme

African Exploration and Mining Finance
Corporation
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AEMFC Corporate Profile
OVERVIEW
AEMFC is the State Owned Mining Company with coal mining operations based in Ogies,
Mpumalanga Province, contracted to supply the Eskom Kendal power station with thermal coal.
MANDATE
“To acquire and hold all exploration and mineral rights in respect of all energy related and other
minerals on behalf of the State and engage in the mining thereof”

The main purpose of mining the minerals as per the mandate is to ensure the security of minerals
required for power generation for the country’s needs.
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AEMFC Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights
1.
2.
3.
4.

Profitability
An excellent safety record
An unqualified audit opinion
A new contract with Eskom – bigger
volumes
5. Local community and schools support
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Strategic
Challenges
Challenges
1. Low orders (half the mine capacity
volumes) from Eskom
2. Funding to commission priority projects
3. Funding for acquisitions
4. Finalisation of Hiving Off as per Cabinet
decision in 2010

AEMFC

Performance Summary

KPA
SECURITY OF SUPPLY

SHEQ

FINANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

GOVERNANCE &
TRANSFORMATION
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Indicators
•
•
•
•

Produce and sell 1.2 Mt of coal:
Complete Klippoortjie Mine Feasibility study:
Complete Vlakfontein Mine Feasibility study:
Complete T Project Feasibility study:

Results
Not Achieved
Achieved
Not Achieved
Not Achieved

• Achieve zero fatalities and minimise lost time injuries:

Achieved

• Achieve the budgeted profitability and liquidity ratios:

Achieved

• Complete 3 desktop studies :
• Complete Concept Studies:
• Progress exploration programme for PAMDC identified areas:

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

• Develop and manage a corporate governance system
and achieve a BBBEE rating of 2 :

Achieved

AEMFC Financial Summary - Profit & Loss

Revenue
Gross Profit
Gross Profit Margin %
Operating Expenses
Operating Profit
Operating Profit Margin %
Net Profit After Tax
Net Profit Margin %
Net Interest Received /(Paid)
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2015
R’m

% Change

2014
R’m

% Change

2013
R’m

235.3

2%

230.0

(22%)

295.0

78.6

(10%)

87.5

(38%)

140.4

33%

(5%)

38%

(10%)

48%

100.4

2%

98.1

15%

86.9

16.9
7%

(62%)

44.8
19%

(60%)

109.4
38%

13.5
6%

(60%)

(61%)

(9%)

33.5
15%

(14%)

86.3
29%

2.4

(48%)

4.6

411%

0.9

(12%)

(19%)

AEMFC Financial Summary Statement of Cash Flows
2015
R’000

%
Change

2014
R’000

% Change

2013
R’000

2.2: 1

(15%)

2.6 :1

13%

2.3 :1

15.4

(77%)

68.4

(50%)

135.9

54.5

47%

37.2

98%

18.8

(20.4)

(262%)

12.6

(89%)

112.1

71.6

(22%)

92.1

14%

80.7

Liquidity Ratio
Cash Received from Operations

Capital Expenditure
Free Cash Flow
Cash Balances
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Revenue & Expenditure Trends
 Revenue for the year increased by a modest 2% to R235 million in 2015 from R230 million in
2014 due to:


Driven by low off-take by Eskom.



Income from royalties earned only for 5 months in 2015



Cost of sales were high due to a higher strip ratio, increased labour costs, mining and
processing costs



Gross profit margin lower at 33% (2014: 38%) as a result of a sales mix to other
customers

 Exploration expenditure of R9 million was incurred ( 2014 : R2 million). The expenditure is on
projects which are in the initial phases and are charged to income statement. (Business
development costs)
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AEMFC Cash Flow
 The operating activities generated 77% less cash flows in 2015 because of the decrease in revenue coupled with
increase in labour, mining and processing costs.
 Cash and cash equivalents decreased by 22% to R71 million at 2015 from R92 million at March 2014.
 Negative free cash flow of R20 million is as a result of the decrease in net cash from operating activities.

 On business development asset expenditure:
 Investment in T Project was R34 million in 2015 (2014: R16 million).
 Investment in Klippoortjie was R12 million in 2015 (2014: R4 million).

Statement of Financial Position
 Return of equity decreased from 66% in 2014 to 21% in 2015 because of the decrease in profitability.
 Liquidity ratios are stable, with positive cash flows.
 Asset base has increased by 2% from 2014 because of investments in for future growth of the company.
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AEMFC Key Audit findings
Key Finding Areas

PROCUREMENT: Original tax clearance
certificate and B-BBEE certificate non
compliance resulted in irregular
expenditure.

ASSETS: Asset Register incomplete - no
serial numbers, bar codes, location and
inaccurately captured serial number.

Root Cause

Management Intervention in 2015/16

There was a lack of proper review of
compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

Continuous review of required documents
as per regulations is being done, to ensure
that all documents are in place and valid.

The monthly assets reconciliations will
incorporate the review of the serial
There is a lack of proper record keeping on
number, bar code and location for
the asset register system
acquisitions to ensure the asset register is
complete and accurate.

There is a lack of proper record keeping on
REVENUE: Weighbridge transactions are
the weighbridge system
not properly reviewed
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Improve the review process and
document the review comments.

AEMFC Key Audit findings
Key Finding Areas

Root Cause

Management Intervention in 2015/16

HUMAN RESOURCES: Background checks on
new appointments not performed

Lack of monitoring of implementation of
Reference checks for all relevant employees is
processes and procedures required for all new
underway and going forward processes have
appointments to ensure that the
been put in place for reference checks on all
abovementioned HR policy is adhered to
new employees joining the company.

ICT:

There is a lack of a governance framework that •
prescribes good practices for ICT planning and
monitoring processes
•

•

An ICT governance framework had not
been formally documented and
implemented

•

The ICT Governance Charter not in place.

•

Key governance documents/ policies not
in place

•

Firewall policies / procedures were still in
draft
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•
•

Re-define and approve an AEMFC ICT
Governance framework
Define and approve an AEMFC ICT
Governance Charter
Implement the framework to the agreed
target levels set by the Board
Develop the Firewall Procedure

AEMFC Irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure

There is a downward trend over the period under review. The company has put in place more stringent
internal controls to prevent unauthorised, irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure. The PFMA
regulation has been communicated to employees to increase awareness in the company.
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AEMFC Way Forward 2015/16

AEMFC Key Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond
 Current AE Strategic focus areas to address one or more delivery targets and strategic challenges

01
Acquire project finance to
commission more mines
This is crucial in order to
deliver on the security of
energy supply in a
meaningful way including
job creation.
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02
Diversify customer and
product portfolio
This is to ensure that
AEMFC is positioned
strategically to support the
country’s future energy
needs and support the
country’s beneficiation
strategy.

03
Acquisition of mining
assets that become
available from private
sector
As mining companies divest
jobs are lost. State
ownership of mining assets
will also ensure full support
for the local economy.

04
Sustain and grow the
profitability of current
operations
Current operations are
key to balance sheet
growth and a
springboard for
exploration and future
operations.

05
Maintain a clean safety and
audit record
Good governance and a
credible safety record will
deliver a reputation that
ensures that AEMFC projects
are attractive investments

Thank You!
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SOUTH AFRICAN GAS
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (iGas)
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iGas Corporate Profile
 Mandated to act as the official state entity for hydrocarbon gas development in Southern Africa.
 Together with its partners Sasol and the Mozambican Government Company (CMG) established Rompco in 2004. Rompco is the
Joint Venture which owns and operates the gas transmission pipeline from the Mozambican Pande/Temane gas fields to Secunda in
South Africa.
 Developed with Shell and Eskom, from 2003-2008, a land based LNG to Power Plant option at the Port of Ngqura. iGas owns the
intellectual property for this option, which was not pursued.
 In 2013 developed, for the Gauteng Province, the pipeline options for gas to the Provincial Hospitals. This work was further pursued
by the Gauteng Province.
 Increased gas through-put in the Rompco pipeline by adding a compressor at Komatipoort (2010) and completing a 128 km loop line
in Mozambique, which was commissioned in November 2014.
 Developing a gas pipeline from Saldanha Bay to the Eskom Ankerlig Power station.

iGas Mandate
Acts as the official state agency for the development of the hydrocarbon gas industry in Southern Africa. May from time to
time and in accordance with sound business principles enter into joint ventures and should not rely upon state funding or
state guarantees for loans other than the resources of CEF.
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iGas Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights
1. Construction completion and commencement
of operation, with Rompco, of a 128 km loop
line in Mozambique as part of the gas
transmission
pipeline
from
the
Pande/Temane gas fields to Secunda in
South Africa.
2. Prepared the CEF Group Master Plan and
interacted with CEF Group Companies to
finalise the CEF Board approved plan.
3. Repayment of the bankers loans for the iGas
Rompco investment.
4. iGas is repaying the CEF Shareholder loan
5. iGas reviewing new options for gas
transmission pipelines
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Strategic
Challenges
Challenges
1. Refinancing of Rompco slipped by nine
months, from December 2014 to
September 2015. Financial close expect
at the beginning of October 2015. iGas
Shareholder loan now to be repaid in the
third quarter of the 2015/2016 financial
year.
2. Infrastructural development awaiting
sufficient developed gas resources

iGas Performance against objectives
Key Performance Indicator

Planned Target

1. Partake in Rompco Loop
Line 1 construction and Line 2
Basic Engineering Study

Complete construction by September 2014.
iGas personnel involvement in the loop line
1 and 2 expansion project.

2. Oversight of Sasol Gas, the
Rompco pipeline operator.
3. Develop one project or study
to effect the supply of gas to
South Africa.
4. Prepare the CEF Group Gas
Master Plan for the CEF Board.

Year-end status

Loop line 1 construction completed at the end of November
2014.
iGas personnel involved in both loop line 1 and 2 work.

Agree on annual operating costs.

iGas agreement on operating costs completed by June 2014.

Participate in Rompco’s Quarterly
Operating Committee Meetings,
Governance and Board meetings.

iGas actively engaged in all the quarterly meetings.

Detailed report submitted March 2015.
Detailed report March 2015.

Plan submitted and approved by the CEF Board in February
2015.
Rompco dividend declared in Dec 2014 and Mar 2015.
Rompco declared dividend December 2014 Repayment of R58,50 million bankers loan and associated
and March 2015.
interest by iGas.
5. Effective management of the
Early repayment by iGas of R60 million of the CEF
Rompco dividend and Rompco
Capital loans paid by iGas.
Shareholder Loan to iGas.
Shareholder repayment ensuring
iGas operated at a profit.
that iGas has a year end profit.
Rompco repayment of iGas’ shareholder
Repayment of Shareholder loan not achieved at year end.
loan.
Refinancing of Rompco slipped by 9 months. Repayment
expected October 2015.
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Plan submitted by March 2015.

Achievement/
Not Achieved
Achieved

Achieved

Achieved
Achieved

Achieved

iGas Financial Summary
2015 Rm
Revenue

% Change

2014 Rm

% Change

2013 Rm

0

0

0

Operating Expenses

12,461

14.5%

14,576

3.4%

15,069

Operating Loss

-12,461

14.5%

-14,576

3.4%

-15,609

Dividend received

127,500

10.5%

115,000

15%

100,000

Net Profit After Tax

117,781

20.5%

97,715

23.3%

79,212

Net Interest Received /(Paid)

6,237

591.5%

-1,269

451%

-5719

Return on Equity %

5.5%

-17.5%

6.6%

37.5%

4.8%

Liquidity Ratio

10.89

281.5%

2.86

13%

2.53

-12,461

14.5%

-14,576

3.4%

-15609

0

0

19

Free Cash Flow

121,276

20.3%

100,779

28.8%

78,244

Cash Balances

199,265

1.1%

197,156

26.8%

155,445

Cash Received from Operations
Capital Expenditure
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0

iGas Revenue & Expenditure Trends
Dividend Income vs Expenses
R’000
Dividend

Expenses

140 000
120 000
100 000

80 000
60 000
40 000
20 000
2015

2014

2013

Dividend Income
Single dividend income from Rompco investment
• Steady double digit dividend growth which is also expected going
forward

Expenses
Expenses reduced year on year during past 3 years.
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• Expenses planned to increase in order to put structures in place to
align with the Group’s gas strategy

iGas Balance Sheet

Total Assets up R692m
Net assets of R2151m
Liquidity at 10.89

• Investment in Rompco valued upwards by R690m to R2.4 billion

• Retained income almost doubled over the past 3 years to R450m
• Additional R690m reserves as a result of upward valuation of the Rompco
investment.
• Liquidity remains healthy as a result of the high net income attributable to
the dividend

ROE of 5.5%

• The lower ROE compared to 2014 is as a result of the additional valuation of
the investment upwards by a value of R690m.
• Excluding the revaluation of the investment, ROE would amount to 26%

Cash on hand of R199m

• Cash balances remained constant over the past 3 years.
• The limited growth in cash balances from 2014 is as a result of repayment of
bankers and shareholders loans to the value of R118m
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There were no irregular, fruitless or wasteful expenditures for iGas

iGas Way Forward 2015/16
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iGas Key Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond

01
Increase Gas Infrastructure development in
Southern Africa
In order for natural gas to be supplied to the
Southern African market the following needs to be
developed;
• Indigenous Gas resource (such Coal Bed Methane
and Shale Gas). iGas reviewing the related gas
pipeline needs.
• Neighbouring Gas resources (such as further gas
options in Mozambique). iGas involved in pipeline
expansion plans and other options.
• Imported energy feedstock: iGas is pursuing LNG
infrastructure options and connected transmission
pipelines.
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02
Further active interaction
with commercial joint
ventures
In terms of the Department of
Energy’s IPP program iGas is
positioned to provide the
necessary infrastructure in
collaboration with commercial
joint ventures.

03
Increase permanent
staffing of iGas
This area is actively
being pursued.

Thank You!
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Petroleum Agency South Africa
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PASA Corporate Profile
 The strategic role of the Petroleum Agency South Africa (PASA) is to contribute to the energy resources of the
country by promoting and regulating the exploration and production of the country’s natural oil and gas
resources.

 Accordingly, PASA’s mandate is to promote, facilitate and regulate exploration and sustainable
development of oil and gas for the benefit of all South Africans. The mandate includes receiving,
maintaining, storing, interpreting, evaluating, adding value to, disseminating or dealing in all geological or
geophysical information relating to oil and gas.

 In light of this mandate, PASA plays a very important role in attracting investment to South Africa and
ensuring the long-term sustainability of the upstream industry. The success of the industry will have a major
impact on the future economic growth of the country through significant investment and the creation of jobs.
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PASA Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights

1. Clean audit opinion

1. Funding of the Agency

2. Tabling of the Extended Continental Shelf

2. Funding of the Extended Continental

Claim Project at the UN Sub-commission
3. Contribution to draft Technical Regulations
4. First ever deep-water well was attempted in

South Africa
5. Upskilling students: Upstream Training Trust
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Challenges

Shelf Claim Project

PASA Performance against objectives
Key Performance Indicator

Weight

Year-end status

Achievement/
Not Achieved

Regulate the Upstream Petroleum Industry to ensure
equitable and sustainable development of upstream

25%

Exceeded

Achieved

27%

Exceeded

Achieved

25%

Exceeded

Achieved

8%

On track

Achieved

10%

Exceeded

Achieved

5%

Exceeded

Achieved

resources
Contribute to South Africa’s security of energy supply
through the evaluation of petroleum resources and the
preparation of an inventory to attract upstream investment
Ensure accessible and well managed geotechnical
petroleum information for South Africa
Contribute to the formulation of the petroleum regulatory
framework
Manage the transitional period

Efficient management of finances
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PASA Performance against objectives
Key Performance Indicator
Ensure accessible and well
managed geotechnical
petroleum information for
South Africa

Planned Target
 Define and implement a framework for
managing Metadata quality for surveys, well
and licence information according to data
requirements and standards.
 Provide effective data selection and supply
services to external Clients
 Develop incoming data workflows in
accordance with data requirements framework

Contribute to the formulation of • Identify and compile key gaps and inputs to
MPRDA Regulations
the petroleum regulatory
framework
Manage the transitional period  Identify the human capital consequences of
the dissolution of the Agency in terms of the
MPRD Amendment Bill and inform the Board
 Manage communication processes in respect
of information received in terms of the MPRD
Amendment Bill
 Design and implement a skills transfer plan
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Year-end status

Achievement/Not
Achieved

Exceeded target

Achieved

Achieved target
Achieved
Exceeded target

Achieved

PASA Financial Summary
2015 R’000

% Change

2014 R’000

% Change

2013 R’000

Revenue

29 756

(20,3%)

37 323

(50,3%)

75 190

Gross Profit

29 756

(20,3%)

37 323

(50,3%)

75 190

Gross Profit Margin %

100%

Operating Expenses

89 011

7,6%

82 683

12,6%

73 443

Operating Profit/(Loss)

(39 988)

(45,6%)

(27 357)

(239%)

19 653

Operating Profit Margin %

(134,4%)

(83,3%)

(73,3%)

(380,4%)

26,1%

Net Profit/(Loss) After Tax

(39 988)

(46,2%)

(27 357)

(239%)

19 653

Net Profit Margin %

(134,4%)

(83,3%)

(73,3%)

(380,4%)

26,1%

Net Interest Received /(Paid)

19 410

7,8%

18 004

0,5%

17 906

Return on Equity %

(11,8%)

(57,9%)

(7,4%)

(239,2%)

5,4%

21,2

(30,7%)

30,6

(9,4%)

33,8

(50 371)

(380,0%)

(1 298)

85,6%

(8 991)

3 144

237,7%

931

(68,0%)

2 915

Free Cash Flow

(34 105)

(315,0%)

15 866

164,4%

6 000

Cash Balances

300 050

(10,3%)

334 333

4,9%

318 608

Liquidity Ratio
Cash Received/(Paid) from Operations
Capital Expenditure
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100%

100%

PASA Revenue & Expenditure Trends / Cash Flows
 Revenue has been declining steadily due to a different financial regime i.e. royalties are paid
directly to the fiscus
 PASA continues to utilise its cash reserves to fund operations
PASA Balance Sheet
 PASA’s financial position has worsened owing to  it using its cash reserves to fund operations and
 the write-off of bad debts

PASA Key Audit findings
 PASA received a clean unqualified audit report
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PASA Irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure



PASA continues to strive to mitigate fruitless and wasteful expenditure as well as irregular expenditure.
The amounts recorded are:
 2013 – R 0
 2014 – R 130 000
 2015 – R 67 000

PASA Key Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond
 PASA continues to focus on  Regulate the Upstream Petroleum Industry to ensure equitable and sustainable development of upstream resources
 Contribute to South Africa’s security of energy supply through the evaluation of petroleum resources and the preparation of an inventory
to attract upstream investment
 Ensure accessible and well managed geotechnical petroleum information for South Africa
 Evaluate shale gas
 Contribute to the formulation of the petroleum regulatory framework

 Participate in Operation Phakisa projects
 Manage the transitional period
 Efficient management of finances
 Sustainability of PASA
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Thank You!
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Strategic Fuel Fund
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SFF Corporate Profile
 SFF Association (‘SFF’) is the crude oil reserve agency of the Republic of South Africa.

 SFF owns and operates two Western Cape based crude oil storage facilities with a combined capacity
of 52.6 million barrels.

 SFF is mandated to store approximately 10.3 million of State-owned crude oil and to finance all its
operational expenses by commercialising unutilised storage capacity in Saldanha Bay.
 SFF’s reason for existing is to ensure security of crude oil supply in cases of declared emergencies.
 SFF acts as the agent of the State in managing these assets under the guidance of Ministerial
Directives issued in terms of the CEF Act. The primary function of the storage facilities is the cost-

effective and safe receipt, storage and distribution of strategic and commercial crude oil stocks
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SFF Performance Highlights & Strategic Challenges

Highlights
1. Zero work related fatalities and zero
reportable oil spill incidents.
2. Revenue up 116% y/y.
3. Earnings up 308% y/y.
4. Ready to respond to crude oil supply
emergencies.
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Strategic
Challenges
Challenges
1. Positioning the oil pollution control
business.
2. Increasing stock reserves.
3. Earning a return on the line fill
investment.
4. Securing a Government to Government
oil sharing agreement for security of
supply purposes

SFF

Performance Summary

KPA
SECURITY OF SUPPLY

SHEQ

FINANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

RISK & COMPLIANCE

GOVERNANCE &

PageTRANSFORMATION
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Indicators

Results

• Preparedness for crude oil supply risk:
• Diversifying sources of crude supply:
• Strategic stocks funding model development:

Not Achieved
Not Achieved
Achieved

• Work related fatalities & Environmental Management system
• Disabling injury frequency rate:
• Quality & Safety Management systems:

Achieved
Not Achieved
Not Achieved

• Revenue growth/ Investment returns/Cost management:
• Earn return on NMPP linefill:

Achieved
Not Achieved

• Complete 3 desktop studies by March 2015:
• Progress exploration programme for PAMDC identified areas:
• Infrastructure Development:

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

• Key Risk Management:
• Compliance: Wasteful Expenditure:
• Wasteful Expenditure:

Achieved
Achieved
Not Achieved

• Women representation:
• Talent Management:
• Preferential Procurement:

Not Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

SFF Financial Summary
2015 R’000

% Change

2014 R’000

% Change

2013 R’000

Revenue

198 644

116

92 143

(59)

227 173

Gross Profit

198 644

116

92 143

(59)

227 173

Gross Profit Margin %

100

0

100

0

100

Operating Expenses

297 895

78

167 600

15

146 176

Operating Profit

(87 814)

20

(72 956)

(189)

82 023

Operating Profit Margin %

(50)

32

(82)

(118)

36

Net Profit After Tax

3 053

(85)

20 772

(87)

154 178

Net Profit Margin %

2

(21)

23

(45)

68

Headline Earnings

81 082

290

20 772

(87)

154 178

Net Interest Received /(Paid)

90 867

(3)

93 728

30

72 155

Return on Equity %

0

0

0

0

0

Liquidity Ratio

31

18

13

0

13

Cash Received from Operations

72 325

298

18 154

102

(846 922)

Capital Expenditure

72 258

204

23 775

(29)

33 496

Free Cash Flow

67

5 688

(5 621)

99

(880 418)

Cash Balances

1 881 963

3

1 822 518

1

1 805 055
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Financial Summary - Ratios

2015

% - y/y

2014

% - y/y

2013

GROSS PROFIT MARGIN %

100

0

100

0

100

OPERATING PROFIT MARGIN %

(50)

32

(82)

(118)

36

NET PROFIT MARGIN %

2

(21)

23

(45)

68

RETURN

0

0

0

0

0

31

18

13

0

13

ON

EQUITY %

LIQUIDITY RATIO
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SFF Revenue & Expenditure Trends
Revenue (R’000)
250 000
200 000
150 000

100 000
50 000
0
2015

2014

2013

Revenue

Operating Expenses (R’000)
400 000
300 000

200 000
100 000
0
2015
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2014
Operating Expenses

2013

SFF Cash Flow

2015
R'000

2014
R'000

2013
R'000

Cash flow from Operating Activities

72 325

18 154

-846 922

Cash flow from Investing Activities

-72 258

-23 775

-33 496

67

-5 621

-880 418

Cash at the beginning of the year

670

6 291

886 709

Cash at the end of the year

737

670

6 291

Cash movement for the year
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SFF Balance Sheet
2015
R'000

2014
R'000

2013
R'000

Non-Current Assets

4 782 963

4 629 237

4 655 109

Current Assets

2 005 067

1 939 370

1 920 962

Total Assets

6 788 030

6 568 607

6 576 071

Equity

6 195 171

6 195 074

6 174 078

528 510

336 488

333 992

64 349

37 045

68 001

6 788 030

6 568 607

6 576 071

Non-Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities

Total Equity and Liabilities
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SFF Key Audit findings

Key Finding Areas

Irregular expenditure

Root Cause

Management Intervention in 2015/16

Lack of embedded procurement policies,

Set up procurement bid committees, developed and

procedures and practices in the company.

monitored procurement policies and procedures that
conformed with the PFMA and PPPFA.

Shareholders Compact

Oversight

The executive committees of both SFF and CEF company

have agreed on recommendations and escalated these to
their respective Boards
Performance Against Objectives
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Lack of understanding of the requirements of the

Reguested Gorvenance & Financial Analysis directorate

Framework for Managing PPI

within National Treasury to assist with training SFF.

SFF Irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure
R’000
9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

2015
Irregular expenditure

2014

2013

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

Notes: A lack of documentation to prove to AGSA that the company complied with PPPFA resulted in R8Million irregular expenditure in the
2013-14 financial year. As a corrective measure Management in the 2014-15 financial year embedded internal controls that conform to PFMA
and PPPFA in the procurement and payment process of the company resulting more than 20 times reduction of the amount of irregular
expenditure and the 5 transactions that make up the R380K occurred in the first 3 months whilst processes were being implemented.
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SFF Way Forward 2015/16
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SFF Key Focus Areas for 2015/16 and beyond

01
Maximize Revenue
Renegotiate for
improved
commercial terms for
the tank leases.
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02
Cost
Control
Focus on cost
management
across all units.

03
Talent Management
Complete
recruitment for all
critical positions.
Focus on pipeline
development and
employee training

04
Operational
Excellence
Done right first time
principle to eliminate
waste and optimize
resources

05
Zero Harm
Zero harm to employees
and environment

Thank You!
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The Group Stabilise Priority Journey as
part of Vision 2025
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Background & Context
 In 2014 we embarked on a Group Strategy called Vision 2025 to chart a way forward for Group long term
sustainability and Commercial viability
 Vision 2025 was the Group strategic response to a number strategic challenges that were emerging and
impacting on Group sustainability.
 This Group strategy was premised on the following strategic themes/pillars which form a central theme of
Corporate Plan in terms of tracking Group Performance and setting targets.
Group Strategic Objectives
Commercial Viability

Governance

Operating Environment

Development

Return the Group to commercial
viability through improved project
investment, strategic resource
allocation and portfolio
management

Improved oversight , monitoring
and evaluation through effective
governance structures. This is to
improve decision making and
alignment

Improved operational excellence
and efficiency through the
alignment of Strategy, People,
Processes and Shareholder

Strategic and tactical alignment
with Broader NDP initiatives and
the strategic role of CEF within
the regional from a policy and
energy development perspective

 The above strategic themes/pillars were as a result of various Board engagements over the years that had
identified four focus areas to turn the Group around in response to a number of strategic challenges
 To facilitate the execution of Vision 2025 a Strategic Road Map was devised to sequence and prioritise key
projects for sustaining the organisation and build a solid balance sheet for future growth under (1) Stabilise (2)
Grow and (3) Lead as depicted on the next slide
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Strategic Road Map

Stabilize
Immediate and short-term strategic objectives that include cost containment
across the Group; successfully delivering on projects; finalizing the long term
feedstock solution for the Mossel Bay refinery; Optimization project,
developing a gas strategy for the Group; identifying and prioritizing profitable
projects that can provide reliable revenues for the Group; developing the
funding plan for selected projects; develop policies, procedures, improve Group
oversight
Grow
Medium term strategic objectives that include growing and diversifying the
Group investments to ensure financial sustainability of CEF. CEF should have
initiated implementation of the gas infrastructure project. The refinery long term
solution will be delivered on time and on budget during this phase ready for
liquid fuels (or high value chemicals) production from 2019 when the Ikhwezi
gas supply runs out
.

Lead
The long term objective is for CEF to be a market leader and provide
(thought) leadership on security of energy supply on behalf of and to the DOE.
Investments/operational income from the refinery, gas infrastructure and
renewable energy projects should be dependable and predictable by this time.

However!!!!!!
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A number of external and internal factors have necessitated that we update and refine our Strategic Road Map by focusing on
immediate plans for preserving cash, prioritize key projects and defer to an earlier or later date, or abandon altogether. These
have been due to the rapid decline in commodity prices, the financial and sustainability constraints at PetroSA which have a massive
socioeconomic impact coupled with an ailing economy.

Current challenges to a sustainable CEF Group?
 A collapse in the oil price; coupled with declining feedstock at PetroSA; results in declining cash and reduced
operating life of the GTL. This has major consequences for the Mossel Bay economy & associated industries

 As a single income source entity and the largest contributor in the Group the PetroSA sustainability is a huge
risk.
 A similar concern can be directed to AE with Eskom as their single and biggest customer against a backdrop of
low commodity prices and a struggling mining sector.
 Funding of strategic Group projects is becoming a major challenge due to weak balance sheet
 Group strategic challenges are also exacerbated by:
 Inverse relationship between costs and revenue

 Large impairment (write-down) for 2015 FY & partially funded abandonment costs
 Less than optimal project selection and execution
 Group leadership uncertainty, ineffective governance structures and poor Group core skills
 Archaic business operating models in a highly competitive business environment
 Uncertainty of hiving-off finalization impacting future funding for AE and PASA
 MPRDA uncertainty and reduced drilling interest and activity.
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Revised Stabilise Phase Strategic Priorities
 Stabilise the business (Initiatives across the Group at Operational & Strategic level)
 Conserve cash in the short-term through a deep cost-cutting exercise

 Capacitation of effective Board Members with Industry Knowledge for effective governance & effective decision
making
 Group alignment and the reduction of inefficiencies and duplications
 Addressing core PetroSA sustainability challenges & Develop and begin implementing a long-term solution for
Mossel Bay. Probably the most single biggest priority for the Group-Project Apollo
 Improving AE profitability through increased volumes to Eskom and plan for future acquisitions
 Implement a robust long-term funding plan for projects across the Group and defer others
 Ongoing activation of Project Genesis to build capabilities and an efficient structure to be able to support the
Shareholder & Strengthen monitoring and evaluation and drive business performance
 Change in investment strategy (Partnerships and Brownfields investments)
 De-risk the Group through multiple sources of income and limit exposure
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Stabilise Trajectory
•

•

The next three years will be vital for the survival of the CEF Group of Companies as it works hard to:
•

Restore shareholder confidence

•

Deliver on the Group Strategy in a sustainable manner

•

Stabilise business performance across the value chain and build a strong balance sheet

•

Improve Group alignment and optimise on resource and asset utilisation

•

De-risk the Group and move towards viable business investments

•

Solidify monitoring and evaluation to improve business results

•

Invest in our people as the differentiator for success

•

Diversify our energy mix and in doing so diversify Group income streams

To achieve the above we will approach all Group projects in a targeted manner that allows us to consolidate
them into a portfolio of strategic projects that span across all the Five Capitals for effective delivery
Portfolio of Strategic
Transformation Projects
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Portfolio of Strategic
Continuous Improvement
Projects

Portfolio of Strategic Capital
Expenditure Projects

Portfolio of Group Strategic
Projects

But in order to do this we have had to
enhance our structural Monitoring &
Evaluation capabilities
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Efficient CEF SOC structure for effective Oversight & support
Structure design:
Improve monitoring & evaluation, business performance
overall business alignment to support the Shareholder
deliver on various national objectives..

CEF CEO
PA to the CEO

Strategy &
Subsidiary
Management

Energy Projects

Corporate Services

Office of the CEO

Group Finance

Legal

Internal Audit
Renewable Energy
Planning &
Performance

Policy & New
Markets

Group Economic Energy
Research
& Intelligence

Monitoring & Evaluation & Strategy
Group Performance
Project Assurance &
Research initiatives & energy
advisory
• Strategic interface management &
Planning
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OD and Training &
Development

Alternative Energy
2

1
•
•
•
•

HR Business
Partner

•
•
•
•

Policy initiatives
Renewable energy
New Technologies
Renewables market
intelligence

Corporate Affairs
3

Corporate Finance
Procurement &
Facilities
IT
Risk & Compliance

• Strategic Human Capital
Management
• Future energy skills
planning & best practice
• Strategic internal &
external communications
• Business of Today &
Tomorrow planning

4
• Business performance
and Group Investments
• Project Investment

Group Secretariat

Stakeholder
Advisory

Energy Advisory
Manager

• Compliance
5
• Governance
• Strategic interface management

Successful delivery on our strategy is
dependent on the following core
capabilities
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Vision 2025 Core dependencies and core capabilities
Leadership
Strong leadership capabilities to drive common
Group Vision, align strategy and guide
performance delivery. This is also true of Boards
and Leadership teams.
Cash & Strong Balance Sheet
Strong cash balances for effecting long term
investments .

Optimal Group Business Model
An agile and adaptable Group Business
Model that is relevant and supports the
efficient delivery of positive results.
Plausible Governance Structure
Plausible governance structures to streamline
and improve decision making, promote
governance and ensure accountability across
the Group.
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Shared Group Vision
The understanding of a shared common
Group vision for long term sustainability by
all entities across the Group

Cores Skills & Values
Group core capabilities to effectively improve
project execution and overall business
operational delivery.
Harmonized Policies & Procedure
Harmonized policies and procedures as well as
controls that will ensure that we operate as One
CEF Group.

As we chart our redefined role as the
CEF Role
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The Redefined Role of CEF
A redefined CEF will, by 2025, be an integrated energy company in oil, gas, coal, renewables and alternative primary energy
sources, holding a significant influence (25% market share for example) across the entire value chain thereby ensuring security of
energy supply and a diversified energy mix in a sustainable and commercially viable manner.
1. SFF moves from a 20 day strategic stock holding to 60 days holding (crude and product) in line with the Strategic Stock Policy
(This also includes inland and other key strategic points)
2. AE has by far exceeded objectives of 6-9 Million tons of coal per year through acquisition of significant players or investment by
major local and international investors

3. CEF through iGas partners with joint venture partners in infrastructure development and significant anchor clients for gas
(Eskom or IPP) and is on track to be a meaningful contributor in the delivery of Gas infrastructure and gas generated
electricity
4. CEF through CED (Energy Projects) continues to invest in greater than 100 MW clean energy plants

5. CEF is at the forefront of thought leadership, building the required energy sector skills capability & expertise and policy
development as articulated in Vision 2025 under the Lead phase
6. Through the PetroSA Upstream business unit, CEF Group enjoys a 20% Free Carry
7. CEF is commercially viable with a robust governance, monitoring & evaluation platform for improved Group performance
All of the above initiatives, from an integrated perspective, support the Shareholder’s initiatives and contributes to the broader national
objectives
But we must first focus on our Stabilise priorities
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The Way Forward
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Summary of Group Priority Projects & Initiatives

As a Group of companies that
must deliver on its mandate
and improve shareholder
confidence, the Group will
therefor focus on the following
key priority areas. This will be
in an effort to improve
business performance and
build a solid foundation for
commercial viability which is
our license to operate under
the Stabilize phase in the next
financial year
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1

Preserve Cash and defer certain projects whilst fast tracking
those that will improve the Group bottom line.

2

Deliver on Project Apollo for the success of PetroSA ‘s
Sustainability & Integration initiatives to stabilize the business

3

Cost and Revenue optimisation & improved business efficiency.
We must do things better and smarter through process
improvements.

4

Support viable Clean Energy Projects as a source of diversifying
our revenue streams

5

Drive the ONE CEF initiative for total group alignment and
synergies. This talks to Strategy, People, Processes, Policies and
Partnerships

6

Capacitate and induct our Boards for maximum value adding
initiatives to strengthen governance and efficient decision making

7

Systematically improve the Group skills base for effective project
delivery

Foundations for an integrated Group of Companies- One CEF
One CEF; Enabling Business Success
Expected Outcomes of the
Program
 One Energy Company/One
Corporate that is cohesive and
streamlined
 One clear Group strategy with an
aligned agenda across the entire
business
 Efficient clear governance structure

In Support of Group Strategic
Objectives
•

Return the Group to
commercial viability

•

Ensure effective
governance structures for
improved oversight ,
monitoring and evaluation

•
•

 One Group culture/values
 Harmonised Group policies
 Well defined roles and mandates
 Balanced decision making that is in
the best interest of the Group and
stakeholders
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•

Towards Vision 2025
•

A profitable and
sustainable Group of
companies aligned to
deliver the CEF Mandate

•

An Integrated energy
company in oil, gas, coal
and renewables holding
25% market share

Drive alignment of
Strategy, People,
•
Processes and Shareholder

Drive strategic and tactical
alignment with Broader
•
NDP initiatives

Thought leader in energy
policy development and
other energy initiatives
Highly skilled work force to
meet the demands of
current and future complex
project execution

Identified OneCEF Program Levers to achieve the end game

1.

Structure: Review the Governance and ensure
the CEF has a well resourced Board with
subsidiary Boards inclusive of Group Exco
members

2.

Strategy: Review “Vision 2025” to incorporate
the long-term strategies of subsidiaries

3.

Skills, Staff & Style: Design & Develop a High
Performance Organisation

4.

Structure: Review and define the Group
Operating Model for long term business
sustainable

5.

Get buy-in from all stakeholders

Thank you.
Do You Have
Any Questions?
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